Service Task Force Report

We would like to update and maintain the Brain Injury Quick Guide. Update - to check the information every couple of years. Maintenance - to keep the books available to AEA teams, the Spring Conference, and to the BIAIA tote bags.

We will look at the deck of cards to see if they are still a piece we want to continue by getting feedback at the spring conference.

We will probably be absorbing some of the tasks from the TBI-CoP group regarding the school re-entry piece and possibly other tasks. We have a list of people from that committee that want to be involved even after the committee dissolves completing their year of work with PABI.

We brain-stormed another idea of looking into low tech and high tech strategies for the home and community. We hope to work with Easter Seals, IPAT, and the AEA AT leaders.

We will have a teleconference on Aug. 20th at 1:00 pm. A back up date to that is Sept. 10th at 1:00 pm.

Agenda: Re-Entry
Technology - Brainstorm Ideas (Sharing our previous items with people such as on apps and audio and ways to present strategies to people and families on everyday living skills - put it on a card or a book, etc.)
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